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The next section in this short paper describes how
SHriMP may be used for browsing Java programs.

Abstract
This paper describes a demonstration of the SHriMP
visualization tool. SHriMP provides a flexible and
customizable environment for exploring sofware
programs. It supports the embedding of multiple views,
both graphical and textual within a nested graph display
of a program’s software architecture. SHriMP has
recently been redesigned and reimplemented using Java
Bean components. These APIs allow SHriMP to be easily
integrated with other software understanding tools. In
this demonstration, SHriMP is used for exploring and
browsing Java programs.

2. Exploring Java Programs
SHriMP uses nested graphs to represent software
hierarchies. For example, a Java program’s architecture
can be visualized using its package and class structure. A
package may contain other packages, classes, and
interfaces. Classes and interfaces may contain attributes
and operations. This hierarchical structure is represented
using a nested graph with the parent-child relationship
showing subsystem containment (see Fig. 1). However,
other relationships, such as inheritance could alternatively
be used for the parent-child relationships and is fully
configurable by the end user. For example, parent nodes
would represent superclasses, with their embedded children
nodes representing subclasses.
Additional relationships are visualized using arcs
layered over the nested graph. In Fig. 1, coloured arcs are
used to represent relationships such as extends (when one
class extends another class using inheritance), implements
(when a class implements an interface) and hastype (when
a class uses an object of a type). In SHriMP, composite
arcs are higher level abstractions of arcs attached to nodes
at lower levels. A composite arc can be expanded to show
the constituent arcs it represents.
SHriMP employs a fully zoomable interface for
exploring software. This interface supports three zooming
approaches: geometric, semantic and fisheye zooming [ 5 ] .
A user browsing a software hierarchy may combine these
approaches to magnify nodes of interest. Geometric
zooming is the simplest type of zooming. A part of the
nested view is simply scaled around a specific point in the
view. Geometric zooming elides information in the rest
of the system. Fisheye zooming allows the user to zoom
on a particular piece of the software, while preserving
contextual information.
SHriMP also provides a semantic zooming method.
When magnified, a selected node will display a particular
view depending on the task at hand. For example, when
zooming on a node representing a Java package, the node
may display its children (packages, classes, and
interfaces). Alternatively, it may show its Javadoc, if it

1. Introduction
There are many visualization tools that have been
developed to help in understanding software. Some are
powerful at solving a variety of software maintenance
tasks, but their closed environments make it difficult to
create a customized toolset to meet particular end users’
requirements. To remedy some of the problems with
existing tools, we have developed SHriMP (Simple
Hierarchical Multi-Perspective) views, a Java program for
software visualization. The latest prototype, described
more thoroughly in [ 11, utilizes knowledge gleaned from
previous prototypes [2,3] and empirical evaluations [4,5].
The Java Bean technology [6] provides an effective
component-based approach for designing an extensible
tool. Different views and features in SHriMP have been
developed using Java Beans. Thus, a variety of Java
components can be composed into customized
applications by other tool designers. Moreover, this
approach allows other researchers to integrate single
components from SHriMP within their own
environments.
The primary view in SHriMP uses a zoom interface to
explore hierarchical software structures. The zoom
interface provides advanced features to combine a
hypertext-browsing metaphor and animated zooming
motions over nested graphs [2]. Filtering, abstraction and
graph layout algorithms are used to reveal complex
structures in the software system under analysis.
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By embedding code and documentation views within
graphical architecture level views, a user is allowed to
examine both the software architectural views and source
code or documentation simultaneously.

exists. Other possible views may include annotation
information, code editors or other graphical displays. A
node representing a class or interface may be display its
children (attributes and operations) or it may display the
corresponding source code. SHriMP determines which
view to show according to the action that initiated the
zoom action. For example, if a user clicks on a link
within a Javadoc view, SHriMP will zoom to the
appropriate node and display Javadoc within that node
(see Fig. 1).

3. Current Research
This proposal describes the latest prototype of
SHriMP. We are applying SHriMP to SHriMP’s source
code during its own development as a type of
introspective case study. We intend to use SHriMP to
document and capture the evolutionary design process
that we are following. In addition, further user studies to
evaluate the latest prototype are planned for Spring 200 1.
There are many reverse engineering and reengineering
tools in development. Closer collaborations between
research groups will lead to better tools in shorter periods
of time. To this end, we have reimplemented SHriMP
using a component-based technology, thereby allowing
other researchers to use one or more of the SHriMP views
in their own tools. In addition, we can import other views
and display them inside SHriMP’s nodes as shown in Fig.
1. Part of SHriMP has already been successfully added to
the ProtBgB-2000 tool [7] as a plug-in component for
visualizing various ontologies in the health domain.
Further details about the SHriMP projects are available at
http://www.csr.uvic.cdshrimpviews.
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Figure 1. A SHriMP view of a Java program. Three of
the displayed nodes (top left, bottom two) show packages
in the program. The top left and bottom right nodes are
opened to show the classes and interfaces in these
packages. The bottom left node shows the Javadoc for
that package. The top right node shows the source code
for that dass. ’

Searching is a critical activity for programmers trying
to build mental models of a program’s source code.
Searching is used for tracing data accesses and method
calls.
Although users are able to browse source code
and documentation via embedded hypertext links in
SHriMP, a powerful searching tool is also provided to
allow programmers to find software artifacts and symbols
quickly and verify hypotheses easily. The searching tool
in SHriMP supports three searching strategies: General
Search, Artifact Search and Relation Search [SI.
Regardless of the specified search category, all the search
results are organized into a selectable list according to node
names. For every selected result, a user can press a
“Browse”button to magnify the corresponding node in the
primary SHriMP view.
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